




In December 2013, young people from around the world had the gift 
of being selected to share a very special experience.  The magic of Mooktawan gave us the 
opportunity to start the journey back to ourselves. An incredible location in the middle of 
the ocean inspired us to start searching for real peace and joy within our hearts.



ICE BREAKING:  
Breaking free from our obstacles and judgments we are able to develop ourselves and 
start opening our minds to the diversity between us. As soon as we understand that 
we are all one, we realize that there are no barriers between countries, cultures, and 
backgrounds.











Through politeness, tidiness, organization and punctuality we can build 
a habit and establish a true commitment with ourselves.

DISCIPLINE







GOOGLE WITH MONKS 
wisdom brought directly to us. Their words open a wide universe of clarity. 
It was the perfect chance to merge into the Thai culture and to clear any 
doubts.





As simple as blowing bubbles, meditation is a way to reconnect with our inner child. 
Being led by our innocence and purity, we will be able to bring stillness and brightness 
to our lives.
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INNER PEACE INNER PEACE 
Guided by the silence, we can start a beautiful journey 
where we connect to our calmness and tranquillity.
Guided by the silence, we can start a beautiful journey 
where we connect to our calmness and tranquillity.





Finding the middle point we maintain our centre. 
Any action that we take is done with measure and 
consciousness.  

BALANCE





PEACEPEACE

IINN



everything around is a reflection of our inner reality. Bringing clarity 
to our environment we clear our minds.  Cleaning our thoughts we are 
making our world a better place. 

PEACE OUT





SILENCE
Only in the silence can we really hear well. In the darkness we can see clearly. 
Only in the stillness can we observe ourselves without fears and judgments.











Intuition, lau ghter and knowledge are in the act 
of sharing with people from all over the world. We 
never forget this experience that we lived together.

Friendship







with the act of sharing, we are able to bring to 
the others our inner light and we experience the 
feeling of gratefulness and appreciation.

GENEROSITY





because the total is more than the parts, collaborating with each other is how we can reach 
the most beautiful acts of love and peace. We are ready to share our experiences. 

TEAMWORK





LIGHT OF PEACE 
Lighting the candle and maintaining the warmness 
of the unity, we will keep bringing brightness to this 
world.







Thankful for having had the chance of knowing the path of peace, we will come back home with our hearts full of joy. 
Our clear minds are full of wonderful ideas and the clarity will come with us in the journey of sharing our inner peace.

Because this is just the beginning. We said goodbye to each other full of vitality, strength and energy.

PEACE REVOLUTION IN THE WORLD  PEACE REVOLUTION IN THE WORLD  






